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What is a blockchain?
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A blockchain is a protocol run 
among nodes in a 
permissionless network to 
reach probabilistic agreement 
on the order of transactions.
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Can cryptocurrencies scale?

7 tx/s 30 tx/s 65.000 tx/s



Scaling solutions

Consensus

Sharding
Rollups

Channels

Layer 1: on-chain solutions

Layer 2: off-chain solutions

Commit-chains

Sidechains
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What is sharding?
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What is sharding?
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In this work
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➔ Formally define sharding

➔ Explore boundaries of sharding

➔ Roadmap to sharding → Divide & Scale

➔ Evaluate existing sharding protocols



The model

f corruptions Slowly adaptive 
adversarySynchrony
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What is sharding?

Persistence: If a transaction is confirmed by an honest party 
(as “stable”), no honest party will ever disagree about the 
position of the transaction in the sharded ledger.

< “depth” parameter k
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What is sharding?

Consistency: There is no round in which two honest parties 
confirm two stable conflicting transactions.

TX1

TX2

< “depth” parameter k
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What is sharding?

Liveness: If a transaction is broadcast, it will eventually be 
confirmed by all honest parties.

TX1

< “wait time” u

TX1
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What is sharding?

Scalability: A sharded protocol must scale well in bandwidth, 
computation and storage.

1. Bandwidth → Average number of messages per party.

2. Computation → Total number of times all parties perform  
transaction verifications. 

3. Storage → The total stored data by all parties in comparison to 
a single database.
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f corruptions Slowly adaptive 
adversarySynchrony
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A sharding protocol satisfies persistence, 
consistency, liveness, and scalability.

What is sharding?



The boundaries of sharding

n: number of parties
m: number of shards

double spend
Consistency!

There is no sharding protocol that tolerates an adaptive 
adversary with f ≥ n/m.
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The boundaries of sharding

n: number of parties
m: number of shards

What if every node verifies 
cross-shard transactions? 

Storage!

There is no sharding protocol that tolerates an adaptive 
adversary with f ≥ n/m.
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double spend
Consistency!



The boundaries of sharding

constant block size
 Storage!

There is no sharding protocol that requires participants to be 
light nodes on the shards involved in cross-shard transactions. 
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The boundaries of sharding

honest majority in all shards
 Persistence VS Storage

Any sharding protocol can scale up to m shards, where 
n=cmlogm, c constant, when nodes are randomly shuffled. 
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The boundaries of sharding

download shard history in 
bootstrapping 

 Bandwidth VS Adaptivity

Any sharding protocol must employ verifiable compaction of 
the state. 
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Roadmap to sharding

Partition 
state

Shard 
consensus

Distributed 
randomness

Divide to 
shards

Cross-shard 
mechanism

Compact 
state

Sybil 
resistance
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Divide & Scale

Distributed 
randomness

Divide to 
shards

Sybil 
resistance

Beginning of epoch:

 

new IDs

new epoch randomness

shuffle nodes
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Cross-shard 
mechanism

Shard 
consensus

Within an epoch:

 

atomicity of transactions

core consensus: 
persistence and 
liveness

Partition 
state

partition 
transactions to 
shards securely
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Divide & Scale



End of epoch:

 

securely compress the epoch’s data 
and broadcasts

Compact 
state
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Divide & Scale



Evaluation of sharding protocols

~ constant-adaptive adversary 25



A sharding protocol satisfies persistence, 
consistency, liveness and scalability.

Recap
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Partition 
state

Shard 
consensus

Distributed 
randomness

Divide to 
shards

Cross-shard 
mechanism

Compact 
state

Sybil 
resistance

What is feasible with sharding?
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Thank you!


